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Air Force Research Laboratory spearheading
VKF Tunnel D return to operations
By Bradley Hicks
AEDC Public Affairs
Until recently, the last period of sustained activity at von Kármán Gas Dynamics Facility (VKF) Wind Tunnel D
at Arnold Air Force Base was more than
four decades ago.
Today, Tunnel D is humming once
again, as more than 50 checkout runs
have been conducted so far this year. The
complete resurrection of the long-quiescent tunnel is moving closer to fruition.
Checkout work is nearing completion, after which the reactivated Tunnel
D will be characterized and used to support research later this year.
“Bringing wind tunnels back online
illustrates the United States Air Force’s
dedication to research, development and
test in support of our nation’s highest
priorities,” said Lt. Col. David Hoffman,
director of the Flight Systems Combined
Test Force at Arnold AFB and executing
authority for the tunnel reactivations.
The Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL) at Arnold AFB has taken the
lead on the Tunnel D reactivation efforts,
with this work beginning around two
years ago. An extensive renovation of
Building 607 where Tunnel D is housed
and the tunnel reactivation itself were
funded by AFRL, with AEDC contributing to earlier feasibility assessment efforts in 2015.
Members of the AFRL High Speed

The reactivation of the von Kármán Gas Dynamics Facility Wind Tunnel D is nearing completion after approximately 40
years of dormancy. The project was led by the Air Force Research Laboratory, and the first research activity at Tunnel
D is then expected to occur later this year. (U.S. Air Force photo/Bradley Hicks)

Experimentation Branch, which is part
of the High Speed System Division of
the AFRL Aerospace Systems Directorate, will operate, manage and schedule
the tunnel. Tunnel D will be primarily

used by AFRL as a research facility to project, said returning Tunnel D to an
explore supersonic and hypersonic aero- operational state falls in line with origidynamic phenomena.
nal motivations for the establishment
Dr. Jerrod Hofferth, the AFRL techSee TUNNEL D, page 6
nical lead on the Tunnel D reactivation

AEDC Innovation Grant allows for completion of 3-D ASTF model
By Bradley Hicks
AEDC Public Affairs
Science and Analytical Engineer
Dwain Clark hopes to eventually take
representations of facilities across Arnold
Air Force Base to another dimension.
Through the utilization of an AEDC
Innovation Grant, Clark now has a start.
Earlier this year, Clark completed a
digital 3-D model of the Aeropropulsion
Systems Test Facility (ASTF). The computer-aided design (CAD) shows the test
cells and systems that make up ASTF and
the airflow path through ASTF.
The model is color-coded. Hot and
cold legs along the airflow path are
shown in red and blue, respectively, and
the ambient leg of ASTF is depicted as
beige. The mixing leg of the facility is
depicted in yellow, and exhaust is shown
as orange.

“The goal of this was to make you feel
like you had been to ASTF without ever
setting foot over there,” Clark said.
With the Innovation Grant, Clark was
also able to create a video of his CAD that
depicts the airflow pathway through the
ASTF.
Clark received the Innovation Grant
award in the fall of 2017 and began work
on his proposed 3-D ASTF model soon
afterward. He completed the model in
February using Autodesk Inventor software. To complete the CAD, Clark pored
over 2-D drawings and photos.
“That was actually the hardest part of
it,” he said. “That’s the most time-consuming effort – gathering the 2-D drawings, gathering all the information that’s
Science and Analytical Engineer Dwain Clark displays his digital 3-D model
currently out there. The modeling part is of the Aeropropulsion Systems Test Facility. Clark completed the model usactually the easier part.”
ing the AEDC Innovation Grant he received last fall. (U.S. Air Force photo/
See GRANT, page 2

Bradley Hicks) (This image was manipulated by obscuring badges for security
purposes)

Ingenuity enhancing safety at Arnold AFB Secondary Pumping Station
By Bradley Hicks
AEDC Public Affairs

From confined space access to its
Lockout/Tagout system, the crew at
the Arnold Air Force Base Secondary Pumping Station observed several
changes that could be made to make
their work safer and more efficient.
Those measures and procedures
have been adopted and, according to
Arnold AFB Cooling Water Supervisor
Bob Thomas, the team at the facility responsible for supplying water across the
base is realizing the results.
One of the changes now underway
concerns the grating covering the valve
pits at the Secondary Pumping Station.
These pits, located beneath the station
floor, contain the suction valves used in
water distribution.
Thomas said these valves must be
checked manually each day. Each of

the 4-by-4 foot entrances to the pits
containing these valves was covered by
two sections of heavy black iron grating, and the crew is required to move
this grating every time a valve check is
conducted. Each section of the grating
weighs approximately 40 pounds.
“When you’re down in the pits several times a day, that grating starts to get
heavy on you,” Thomas said.
Other valve pits across the base have
for years been covered by a lighterweight, skid-resistant fiberglass grating.
Members of the Secondary Pumping
Station crew wondered if this type of
grating could be installed over pits in
their facility.
“The guys here started thinking,
‘Wouldn’t that be great right here,’ because they get tired of lifting this grating up and going down in there,” Thom-

A device known as the Ladder Up (circled) allows the crew at the Arnold Air
Force Base Secondary Pumping Station to more easily ascend and descend
suction valve pit ladders. The use of these devices is one of several changes
recently implemented at the Secondary Pumping Station in an effort to bolster
safety and efficiency. (U.S. Air Force photo/Bradley Hicks) (This image was
See INGENUITY, page 3 edited to emphasize described object)

College Street Elementary School students
learn about fire safety at Arnold AFB

Arnold AFB Fitness Center offers variety of exercise
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Core Values
• Integrity first
• Service before self
• Excellence in all
we do

Vision
“NAS will be integral to the
success of AEDC, the U. S. Air
Force’s premier aerospace testing
facilities, while applying the highest
standards of ethics, innovation,
safety, security, and quality to daily
operations.”

Values

• Ethics. We are uncompromising in our
integrity, honesty, and fairness.
• Safety & Health. We are relentless in
keeping people safe from harm, and
we provide a safe and healthy work
environment.
• Security. We are disciplined and vigilant
in protecting sensitive AEDC information
and ensuring system integrity to support
national security and our customers.
• Excellence. We thrive on challenge,
accomplishment, and mission success.
• Quality. We are passionate about doing
our work right the first time.
• People. We have a mission-focused,
inclusive workforce who have a diverse
skill set, are committed to success,
demonstrate innovation and have a can
do attitude.
• Culture. Our team is proud of our diversity, inclusiveness, and collaborative work
environment. We are proud of what we do
and how we do it.
• Relationships. We build positive, longterm business relationships through trust,
respect, and collaboration.
• Innovation. We overcome challenges
through creativity, perseverance, technology, and flexibility. We actively seek to
continually improve.
• Sustainability. We plan and act for the
long term benefit of our communities and
our environment.

Command meets its cost-savings objective for second fiscal year in a row
By Monica D. Morales
Air Force Materiel Command Public Affairs

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE
BASE, Ohio – Air Force Materiel Command
captured more than $2.5 billion in cost savings
for fiscal year 2017, the second fiscal year in a
row the command has achieved its strategic savings objective.
“Financial stewardship and budget discipline
are not new concepts for AFMC,” said Gen. Ellen M. Pawlikowski, AFMC commander. “Air
Force leadership looks to AFMC as the service’s
cost conscience. It’s a responsibility we take very
seriously and a goal we are constantly striving to
work toward.”
Objective 3.1’s stated purpose is to “generate cost awareness to drive savings/avoidance by
over $2 billion per year,” according to the 2017
AFMC Strategic Plan. The objective aligns with
the command’s third goal to “drive cost-effectiveness into the capabilities we provide.”
This objective encompasses multiple categories of savings, to include:
• Cost savings: Funds, manpower or other
resources which are tied to a budget line and
offered back to the command and are removed
from the organization’s budget;
• Cost avoidance: Benefits from actions that
reduce or eliminate the need for an increase
in manpower or costs, to include funds,
manpower or other resources. It also includes
cost savings re-purposed and not returned to
the command; and,
• Time savings: Employees’ time freed up
through productivity gains and translated into
dollars.
All AFMC centers, as well as many Headquarters AFMC directorates, actively contributed initiatives, with the top five highest dollar
amounts originating from the Air Force Life
Cycle Management Center. Some examples of

savings initiatives, gathered from around the 577,000 gallons of jet fuel. The program aims to
command, include the following:
reduce engine fuel consumption by using heated
high-pressure deionized water to remove accuAir Force Sustainment Center
mulated internal contaminants from an engine’s
The center’s Strategic Alternative Sourcing components.
Program Office searched the commercial aviaSavings: ~$1.9 million in cost avoidances
tion sector for used aircraft parts to repair military
aircraft, finding savings in parts with prices lower
Air Force Test Center
than those the Air Force has paid in the past. The
The center developed a new, enhanced yaw
program office manages the process of qualify- testing technique, eliminating damaged balances
ing the parts and authorizing new vendors as ad- and preventing testing delays caused by obtainditional sources of supply for procurement.
ing replacement balances. The prior technique
Savings: $21.4 million in cost avoidance
involved a 90-degree roll, followed by pitching,
to simulate yaw, which regularly led to broken
Air Force Research Laboratory
balances.
The lab initiated Agile Business Processes
Savings: $375,000 in cost savings
in fiscal year 2016 aimed to gather improveBrig. Gen. James Peccia III, director of the
ments and resources savings from employees AFMC Financial Management Directorate, said
and throughout the organization. Reported cost that though these savings were achieved during
avoidances include cancelling low-value support the most recent fiscal year, there remains a concontracts, divesting and transferring tasks to other tinual need for innovative approaches resulting in
agencies or organizations, and centralizing and reduced costs and more efficient processes.
streamlining processes.
“Our Airmen’s ingenuity is inspiring,” Peccia
Savings: $17 million in cost avoidance
said. “Month after month they keep finding new
ways to work smarter and more efficiently. Those
Air Force Installation and Mission
savings can go directly to our mission readiness
Support Center
and support of the warfighter.”
The center’s Air Force Installation ContractThe command’s focus on fiscal responsibiling Agency led the acquisition to implement con- ity echoes the message of Secretary of Defense
tracted transient alert services across major com- James Mattis in a memo issued to all Defense Demands. This $145 million acquisition provides partment personnel on March 26. In it, he undersupport to passing aircraft temporarily landing scored the responsibility of each DOD member
at, but not assigned to, the bases. It also provides to commit to “exercis[ing] the utmost degree of
support such as equipment and ensuring aircraft financial stewardship as you instill budget discisafety. The initiative covers 44 Air Force bases at pline within your organization.”
nine major commands.
AFMC personnel interested in sharing a costSavings: $6.5 million in cost avoidance
savings initiative with the AFMC Financial Management Directorate can send an email to AFMC.
Air Force Life Cycle Management Center
FM.Workflow@us.af.mil. The message should
The center’s Engine Water Wash Program
include a title for the initiative, a short descripwashed more than 416 bomber, tanker, reconnaissance, and airlift jet engines resulting in im- tion, the organization represented, and the subproved operating performance, saving more than mitter’s contact information.

GRANT from page 1
Clark said he was inspired to pursue the
project after seeing a Bechtel video in which a
system failure at a different site was identified
through the use of a 3-D model. Believing such
models would benefit facilities at Arnold AFB,
Clark developed a 3-D model of the Propulsion
Wind Tunnel 16-foot Transonic Wind Tunnel
(16T). After Clark’s supervisor got a look at
his 16T model, he encouraged Clark to pursue
an Innovation Grant to complete 3-D modeling
around the base.
Clark opted to use the grant to start with a
model of ASTF.
The application of the 3-D model will allow
engineers to pinpoint and communicate system
failures before entering the facility.
“If you can see something that will give you
an idea what you’re looking at and what your
engineers are talking about, if it can keep you
from going over there, you’re in a better, safer
environment,” Clark said.
The model could also be used for maintenance purposes by pointing out key areas such
as expansion turbines and compressors.
“If you’re telling a craftsman, ‘I need you to
go out there and repair AVTC3,’ he may have
to go out there and crawl around for a while
if he’s not familiar,” Clark said. “But if you
can say, ‘It’s right here at the T shape,’ or, ‘It’s
right outside the test building,’ or, ‘It’s right
where it hooks up to leg 2,’ you give them a lot
easier time finding the location. I’d really like
to achieve that fidelity level where I can show
you something on the model and you can go
out there and find it pretty quick.”
Along with these, the model could also
serve as a training tool, helping those new to
Arnold AFB identify features and such functions of the ASTF. Because the model provides
accurate dimensions, it could also be used to
determine if additional equipment would fit
within the facility.
Clark also has plans for the model outside
of the Innovation Grant. He said the model can
be updated to increase fidelity and include additional information and details, such as Computational Fluid Dynamics, valves and engines
in test facilities.
“You can go as in-depth as you want to go

with CAD modeling,” he said. “You’ve just got
to figure out if it is value-added. Obviously, I
think fuel lines, hydraulic lines, water lines
would add value, so we could do that as well.”
Clark said he enjoyed completing the 3-D
ASTF model and learned much from the experience. He said he would like to work on giving
the remainder of facilities at Arnold AFB the
3-D model treatment.
“I’d love to, because if you’ve ever seen
any of the 2-D drawings of the base, it’s hard
to understand magnitude and scale from a 2-D
drawing,” Clark said.
The AEDC Innovation Program policies
and objectives define innovation as “using
knowledge, technologies and tools to create
or deliver something new in terms of product
or process for improving some element of AEDC’s performance.”
Innovation is a key focus in the U.S. Air
Force Vision. This vision recognizes the fact
that President Harry S. Truman played an important role in the current mission by establishing an independent Air Force in 1947 to better
protect the country, its citizens and its allies.
The Air Force has continued to innovate itself
into a global project of military power through
air, space and cyberspace.
Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. David Goldfein has advocated and continued to stress the
importance of innovation.
“We are the service you rely on to push
the limits of innovation,” he said. “It’s in our
bloodline. We’ve faced challenges before and
overcame them with ideas.”
Air Force Secretary Heather Wilson said,
“We are a service whose roots and history are
very deep in innovation, and I want to make
sure that we’re not losing that…I think we
need to refresh and revitalize the innovative
spirit of the Air Force.”
Michael Glennon, technical director of Engineering and Technical at Arnold AFB, has
also mentioned that innovation is the “lifeblood of change” and can take multiple forms.
“This could be a policy change, technical
improvement, software modernization or a
new innovative way of solving problems,” he
said.

Smoking Policy
1. The following revised Arnold AFB smoking policy is effective immediately and applies to all individuals on
Arnold AFB.
2. Traditional Tobacco products (e.g. cigars and cigarettes):
a. Smoking is permitted solely in Designated Tobacco Areas (DTAs) identified by designated signage. If no
signage exists, smoking is not permitted in that area. It is the responsibility of all smokers to keep DTAs
clean of cigarette butts.
b. Tobacco use on the Arnold AFB Golf Course is permitted, but discouraged based on the health hazards
of tobacco use and secondhand smoke. No smoking is permitted within 50 feet of golf course buildings
except in the approved DTA.
c. Smoking in government-owned/leased vehicles is strictly prohibited. Personnel are allowed to smoke in their
personal vehicles at any time; however, at no time will personnel discard cigarette butts outside their vehicle.
d. For government employees, the fact that a person smokes has no bearing on the number of breaks they
may take. Breaks should be taken in accordance with the current supervisory and personnel policies that
afford all employees the same break opportunities consistent with good work practices and accomplishment of the mission.
3. Smokeless Tobacco products (e.g. snuff and dip):
Smokeless tobacco products are not to be restricted to DTAs. Smokeless tobacco use will be permitted in all
workplace areas (inside and out) subject to reasonable safety and sanitary conditions. Specifically, containers
of tobacco waste product, including sealed containers, must not be left unattended or disposed of in trash
receptacles. Users of smokeless tobacco must flush tobacco waste down the toilet.
4. Electronic Cigarettes (also known as “e-cigs”):
Pursuant to Air Force Instruction (AFI) 40-102, Tobacco Free Living, e-cigs are considered to be equivalent to
tobacco products; however, e-cigs are not restricted to DTAs and are allowed to be used outdoors at a minimum
distance of 25 feet from building entry/egress points. (This policy is dated July 27, 2016)

A digital 3-D model recently completed by
Science and Analytical Engineer Dwain
Clark depicts the Aeropropulsion Systems
Test Facility. (U.S. Air Force photo)

The goal of the AEDC Innovation Grant
program is to create an environment that allows the workforce to pursue significant risk
on small scales to evaluate the efficiency of
substantial changes in the processes, tools
and technology used to conduct work across
AEDC. The program provides modest funding
and the opportunity for employees and teams
to challenge the “status quo” at AEDC with the
goal of improving productivity, reducing cost,
improving deliverables, and enhancing customer and workforce satisfaction.
Individual employees or employee teams
are allowed to submit proposals for innovation
projects to address specific emphasis areas. In
some cases, these proposals may address more
than one area. The proposals do not have to
identify a solution, but rather define a problem
or challenge and the approach to developing or
delivering a prototype solution.
It is expected that significant effort will be
required in each case to fully characterize the
challenge and the plausible range of solutions
for pursuit and development. It is expected that
proposals will reflect the desires and emphasis
of the proposer, and that that this may not align
with the emphasis of supervisors and managers.
For more information on the AEDC Innovation Grant program, visit the SharePoint site
at https://cs2.eis.af.mil/sites/22554/default.
aspx or call 931-454-4815.

Action Line
Team AEDC
I believe in free and open communications
with our Team AEDC employees, and that’s
why we have the Action Line available.
People can use the Action Line to clear
up rumors, ask questions, suggest ideas
on improvements, enter complaints or
get other issues off their chests. They
can access the Action Line via the AEDC
intranet home page and by calling 454-6000.
Although the Action Line is always
available, the best and fastest way to get
things resolved is by using your chain of
command or by contacting the organization
directly involved. I encourage everyone to
go that route first, then if the situation isn’t
made right, give us a chance.
Col. Scott Cain
AEDC Commander
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College Street Elementary School students learn
about fire safety at Arnold AFB
Roger Whitton, driver/
operator for Arnold Fire
and Emergency Services, shows College Street
Elementary School fifth
graders the gear that firefighters wear when they
respond to a call, May
14. The students also
asked questions about
the different vehicles
used in putting out fires
and the training needed
to become a firefighter.
(U.S. Air Force photos/
Jacqueline Cowan)

Adam McKamey and Jason
Armstrong, firefighters with
Arnold Fire and Emergency Services, allow College
Street Elementary students
to take turns spraying the
firehose during their recent
visit to Arnold Air Force Base
May 14. During their tour, the
students learned a lot about
fire safety and the day-to-day
duties of firefighters. (U.S.
Air Force photos/Jacqueline
Cowan) (This image was manipulated by obscuring badges for security purposes.)

INGENUITY from page 1
as said.
Thomas said the decision
was made to try the lighter grating out and, so far, it has been
placed over two of the nine pits
at the Secondary Pumping Station.
“We tried it and it seems to
be working out good,” he said.
Each section of the fiberglass grating weighs approximately 10 pounds, but Thomas
pointed out durability has not
been sacrificed in the pursuit of
easier access.
“It’s a lot easier and quicker
to get in and out now because
they’re a lot lighter,” he said.
Thomas said if enough
funding is available, the fiberglass grating will be installed
over the remaining Secondary
Pumping Station pits either this
year or next year.
To further aid the crew with
descent into and ascent from
the valve pits, a device known
as the “Ladder Up” has been
installed at several of the pits.
The Ladder Up is affixed to the
top of the ladders leading into
the valve pits. The Ladder Up
contains an extendable vertical
rail that the crew can pull up
and hold onto as they set foot
on or exit the ladder.
Prior to the installation of
these devices, crews entering or leaving the valve pits
would rely on pipes attached
to the pumps, electrical boxes
and other nearby objects to aid
their climbs up or down the pit
ladders, as the ladders do not
extend above the pit area.
“It makes it a lot easier and
safer to go in and out of the
pit,” Thomas said.
Another step has been taken
that will decrease the number
of valve pit visits for the sta-

tion’s crew. The installation of
new hydraulically-controlled
suction valves completed in
December brought with it improved access to their control.
Located on the main station floor above each suction
valve is a small box containing
the four valves used to control
the larger valve below. Thomas
said hasps will be placed on
these boxes, and the boxes will
serve as the Lockout/Tagout
points for each of the suction
valves.
The prior Lockout/Tagout
method required crew members to go down into the pits,
which are about 7 feet deep,
and manually lock the suction
valves.
“That saves us from going
down inside and hanging locks
down there,” Thomas said.
The ability to complete the
Lockout/Tagout process from
the station floor will allow the
station crew to more quickly
lock the suction valves when
repairs or other work is required. And a reduction in the
number of trips into and out of
the pits means a decrease in the
number of instances in which
things could go wrong.
“That will save time and
possibly prevent someone getting hurt by having to go down
in a confined space and locking the valve out down below,”
Thomas said. “Now we can do
it up top since they put this new
hydraulic system in for us for
the suction valves.”
The Secondary Pumping
Station provides Arnold AFB
with all of its raw water, pumping millions of gallons across
the base daily. This station
contains a total of 12 pumps,
and other stations across the

New light-weight, skid-resistant fiberglass grating now covers several suction valve pit entrances at the Arnold Air Force Base Secondary Pumping Station. These grates have replaced heavy
black iron grating and are providing station crew members with easier access to the pits. The
new grates are just one of several innovations recently implemented at the Secondary Pumping
Station in an effort to bolster safety and efficiency. (U.S. Air Force photo/Bradley Hicks)

base – such as the station at
Woods Reservoir, the Primary
Pumping Station, the Rowland
Creek Pumpback Station and
the cooling towers – can be
controlled from the Secondary
Pumping Station.
Along with changes on the
Secondary Pumping Station
floor, new initiatives have been
implemented in its control
room to further boost safety
and efficiency.
A board displaying the status of each pump on Arnold
AFB has been installed within
the control room. Each pumping station on base is represented by a box on the board,
and every pump located at
those stations is represented
by a number within the box.
Below each number is a hook
on which the Secondary Pumping Station crew can hang tags

signifying the status of a pump.
A green tag means there are no
issues with the pump, a yellow tag means the pump needs
to be checked, and a red tag
means the pump is inactive and
repairs are needed.
A description of the issue or
work needed accompanies the
yellow and red tags.
Thomas said operators previously had to leave the control
room and go to another area of
the Secondary Pumping Station to keep tabs on the status
of the pumps.
Another
Lockout/Tagout
procedure has also been adopted at the Secondary Pumping
Station in recent weeks. Electrical hold orders are placed
within a box in the control
room. The main key for the
equipment listed on the hold
order is placed in the same box.

Both those completing the repairs and operators within the
control room place locks on the
box. Those placing locks on
the box are required to document this action.
This system requires that
workers completing repairs
and control room operators unlock the box before the repaired
equipment can be restarted.
“By having that box locked
out, I know exactly who’s
working on that piece of equipment, and they can’t get their
lock off unless we get our lock
off,” said Ed Walker, dayshift
lead at the Secondary Pumping
Station. “This ensures the lead
operator knows and approves
of any changes in lockout status because they’re going to
have to come in here and make
contact with somebody.”
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Arnold AFB Fitness Center offers variety of exercise
options for Men’s Health Month and beyond
By Bradley Hicks
AEDC Public Affairs

June is Men’s Health
Month, a time when men
across the country are encouraged to make healthy lifestyle
choices.
A crucial component of
healthy living is regular exercise, and the Arnold Air Force
Base Fitness Center offers a
variety of equipment and activities for men of all ages and
fitness levels.
“Everybody from dependents to retirees, there’s something you can do here,” said Joe
Watters, programs coordinator
for the Arnold AFB Fitness
Center. “There’s something appropriate for everyone.”
The Arnold AFB Fitness
Center is open to all DOD
employees and retirees, active
duty service members from all
military branches, military retirees, and civilian contractors
across Arnold AFB. The facility is also open to dependents
of the aforementioned except
for civilian contractors.
Through the double doors
near the back of the Fitness
Center basketball court is the
main workout area. This room
includes cardio machines, such
as treadmills and ellipticals,
selectorized weight machines,
and free weights.
Watters said the main workout room is the area most frequently utilized by Fitness
Center visitors.
“Most people come in and
do a 30- to 60-minute workout,
cardio or weight training or a
combination of both,” Watters
said.
While most who use the Fitness Center have in mind the
types of workouts they wish to
perform, the center offers programs and assistance for those
needing guidance on getting
started with an exercise program or measuring their progress.
Watters said beginners
looking to establish workout
regimes may contact the Fitness Center. Center staff will
meet with the individuals, find
out what he or she is looking to accomplish through an
exercise routine, and set up a
program to match their fitness

goals. The staff will also conduct equipment orientations
along with showing newcomers around the facility.
Appointments may also be
made for fitness assessments.
This will provide an individual
with information such as bicep
strength, body fat percentage
and aerobic fitness.
The main workout room allows Fitness Center users to
exercise unguided and at his
or her own pace, but there are
options for those looking for a
more structured workout experience.
Instructor-led interval training classes are held each Monday, Wednesday and Friday
beginning at 3:45 p.m. on the
center basketball court. The
circuit-style training combines
cardio and strength exercises
and incorporates equipment
such as row machines, jump
boxes and medicine balls.
Watters said participants may
modify exercises during the interval training classes to match
their appropriate fitness levels.
Participants work to complete
the exercises alongside other
members of the class.
“A lot of people find better motivation working out in
groups,” Watters said.
Workouts are also available
via the Wellbeats fitness kiosk
located on the second level of
the center. The Air Force has
worked to install the kiosks
at a number of installations in
recent years. The machine at
the Arnold AFB Fitness Center
allows a user to choose an exercise class. A video workout
matching the selected program
is then projected onto a large
screen, providing the user with
an instructor-led experience on
a more flexible schedule.
“It’s good for those who
what a structured workout
but can’t meet for the regular
classes,” Watters said.
For those seeking something a little less intense, yoga
classes are offered each Monday, Wednesday and Friday beginning at 11 a.m. on the second level of the Fitness Center.
The sessions on Mondays and
Wednesday are instructor-led,
while the Friday classes are
headed by participant volunteers.

Fitness center users also
have access to the adjacent racquetball facility and may, at no
cost, borrow mountain bikes
to ride around the grounds.
Watters said the Fitness Center also has a BeaverFit Performance Locker, a portable
conex-style box that contains
equipment such as weights and
pullup bars. This will allow the
Fitness Center to offer interval
training in an outdoor setting.
The Fitness Center is set in
the future to acquire an Alpha
Warrior station. The approximately 12 foot-by-12 foot station will offer a mini-obstacle
course resembling the television show “American Ninja
Warrior” with obstacles such
as rings and rope climbs.
“There’s options for everybody,” Watters said.
According to the Men’s
Health Month website, the purpose of Men’s Health Month,
which is recognized every
June, is to heighten awareness
of preventable health problems
and encourage early detection and treatment of disease
among men and boys. Men’s
Health Month gives health care
providers, public policy makers, the media and individuals
an opportunity to encourage
men and boys to seek regular
medical advice and early treatment for disease and injury.

The Arnold AFB Fitness
Center, located between the
Main Gate and Gate 2 along
Wattendorf Memorial Highway, is open Mondays through

Fridays from 5 a.m. to 7:30
p.m. and Saturdays from 8 a.m.
to 1 p.m. For more information
about the Arnold AFB Fitness
Center, call 931-454-6440.

AEDC retiree Bob Crook hits the treadmill at the Arnold Air
Force Base Fitness Center. Along with its main workout area,
which includes machines and free weights, the Fitness Center
offers several classes and activities. (U.S. Air Force Photo)

Participants of the May 21 interval training class at the Arnold Air Force Base Fitness Center
complete strength training exercises. The class is among several classes and activities offered by the Fitness Center. (U.S. Air Force photo/Bradley Hicks)

Checking the safety of our walking and working surfaces
By AEDC Safety

For the month of June, the Safety Campaign Focus
is on ensuring that walking and working surfaces are
safe.
Some employees often perform work from high
surfaces or on scaffolds set up in the industrial areas.
Guidelines concerning the setup, use and dismantling of scaffolds, and the components and hardware
employed in the construction, repair or demolition activities, are covered in AEDC Safety, Health and Environmental Standard D10.
The most common causes of injuries associated
with scaffolds include plank slippage, support collapse, personnel slips, trips and falls, or personnel being struck by a falling object.
Before any worked is performed from a scaffold,
the employee shall ensure that a current inspection tag
is attached to the scaffold. If an inspected tag is not
attached, it should not be used and supervision should
be notified. A scaffold inspection is also required each
shift before using and signed and dated where noted
on the tag.
When working on a scaffold more than 10 feet
above a lower level, the individuals must be protected
from falling to the lower level. Fall protection should
be provided for employees erecting or dismantling
supported scaffolds where installation and uses of such
protection is feasible and does not create a greater hazard.
Employees working from scaffolds must be wearing hard hats to protect from falling objects. Additional protection from falling hand tools, debris and other
small objects are provided through the installation of
toe boards, screens or guardrail systems or by setting
up debris nets, catch platforms or canopy structures
that contain or deflect falling objects.
In addition to scaffolds, there are guidelines provided in SHE Standard D6 for all aerial work platforms.
This standard outlines the minimum requirements
for the safe use, inspection and operation of aerial

work platforms or AWPs.
Aerial work platforms range from complex articulating devices to manually propelled vertical lifts.
Regardless of complexity, they are typically used to
provide the worker a safe, elevated platform from
which to work. Improper use and operation can result
in fatality or property damage. Typical hazards include
structural failure due to overloading, overturning due
to improper operation, electrocution via contact with
energized electrical lines, collision with objects, vehicles, pedestrians, or lack of maintenance.

Each year throughout the nation several fatalities
and hundreds of injuries result from inattention, lack
of knowledge or skills, or procedural non-compliance.
Most if not all these types of incidents can be prevented by following the safe work practices identified in
this standard.
For more information regarding Standards D10 or
D6, view the AEDC Safety, Health and Environmental Standards. These and other SHE Standards can be
found on the AEDC Team site via the AEDC Safety
Site link.
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TUNNEL D from page 1
of the AFRL High Speed
Experimentation Branch
at Arnold in 2014-15. The
facility will be used to bolster AFRL research efforts.
“One mission of the
AFRL High Speed Experimentation Branch is
to ‘Collaborate to advance
test capabilities at AEDC
in support of AFRL research,’ and Tunnel D is
an ideal platform for each
aspect of this,” Hofferth
said.
The first air-on operations at Tunnel D were
conducted in February,
ending more than 40 years
of inactivity. Hofferth said
the last evidence for wind
tunnel operations in Tunnel D was dated around
1977.
As of mid-April, 42
separate runs had been
conducted primarily for
validation of control valve
and in-line flow heater performance, each varying in
duration from 2 to 22 minutes. Prior to on-air operations, offline checkouts on
the data systems, control
systems and other tunnel
subsystems have also been
performed.
OPERATIONS
“Having Tunnel D online will enhance the ability of the Arnold AFB team
to develop and validate
science and technology
for the next generation of
high-speed and hypersonic
weapon systems,” said
AFRL High Speed Experimentation Branch Chief
Glenn Liston.
In its final operational
state, Tunnel D will operate intermittently in what
Hofferth called a “pressure-vacuum blowdown”
mode, as it originally did
from 1953 to 1977. This
means that the tunnel uses
a combination of highpressure air as the upstream supply and a vacuum applied at the exhaust
to achieve the pressure ratios across the nozzle necessary for supersonic flow.
The typical maximum
run-time in this normal operating mode will be about
4 minutes at a time, occurring once or twice a day.
Alternatively, we have the
option to do several shorter runs instead.”
Although Tunnel D will
be exclusively operated at
supersonic Mach numbers
once complete, the recent
runs have been conducted with subsonic flow in
the test section. Hofferth
said this is because recent
checkouts are not yet using
the vacuum side of the system, exhausting through
the sphere at atmospheric
pressure rather than into
the sphere evacuated to
low pressures.

Dr. Jerrod Hofferth, the Air Force Research Laboratory’s technical lead on the Tunnel D reactivation project, points out the Tunnel
D flexible plate nozzle. The reactivation of von Kármán Gas Dynamics Facility Wind Tunnel D at Arnold Air Force Base is nearing
completion after approximately 40 years of dormancy. (U.S. Air Force photo/Bradley Hicks) (This image was manipulated by obscuring badges for security purposes)

“This allows us to focus on the upstream side
performance without limitations of short run-times
or long turnaround times
for evacuation of the vacuum sphere,” Hofferth said.
Checkouts of the vacuum
system were conducted
separately in September
2017.
Otherwise, the facility
is being operated as though
full supersonic runs are being conducted.
CHECKOUTS
The goal of the checkouts has been to operate
the supply-side process
air components – the hydraulically-operated control valves and an electric
in-line flow heater – for
the first time to validate
their performance against
expectations and specifications. Hofferth said the
series of checkouts have
been successful in this regard.
“’Success’ is measured
by demonstrating the operation of the various VKF
Tunnel D subsystems
within their design specifications,” Liston said. “By
completing the subsystem
checkouts, we gain confidence that the tunnel will
operate correctly across
the full performance envelope that is required for
AFRL’s research mission.”
Although the runs have
been conducted at subsonic levels up to this point,
Hofferth said the Tunnel
D checkout campaign has
been valuable.
“One of the main benefits of the checkout campaign has been the accumulation of operational
experience,” he said. “For
all of these runs, we have
been using the exact same

data systems, controls,
procedures, and safety systems and protocols that we
intend to use for operating
the tunnel in the full supersonic pressure-vacuum
blowdown mode. As such,
the experience we have
gained by operating the facility in subsonic checkout
mode will directly translate into reduced risk for
our first supersonic runs.”
The subsonic blowdown phase of the checkout campaign is nearly
complete, with all primary
test objectives for control
valve and heater characterizations met. The AFRLAEDC team is working to
evaluate and resolve an unexpected mechanical issue
with legacy hardware, after which the return to service will continue toward
supersonic
operations.
Once basic checkouts in
supersonic mode are complete, the test section flow
quality will be characterized at Mach 4, and the
first research activities in
Tunnel D will begin.
The operating envelope
of the facility will be gradually expanded to other
Mach numbers as needed.
ADDED BENEFITS
Tunnel D is similar to
the supersonic VKF Tunnel A. Tunnel D was originally built and operated as
the small-scale demonstrator/pilot tunnel for Tunnel
A, using the same flexible-plate, variable-Mach
number nozzle concept for
Mach numbers 1.5 to 5.
The principal differences between Tunnel
D and Tunnel A are that
Tunnel D is smaller, with
a test section of 12 inchby-12 inch versus the 40
inch-by-40 inch Tunnel

A section, and that Tunnel D cannot operate continuously. The result is
that Tunnel D can generate
similar flow conditions to
Tunnel A at a much lower
cost and with minimal impact to the base’s utilities
scheduling.
“That Tunnel D can
generate Tunnel A conditions at low cost and with
high flexibility makes it
ideal for various types
of research and development,” Hofferth said.
“AFRL researchers intend
to use it as their primary
platform for a variety of
fundamental and applied
research experiments, with
a focus on scaling effects
and the coupling of highspeed aerodynamics with
the deformation of compliant structures.”
In addition to the lower
operating cost, Liston said
there were other considerations taken into account when the AFRL and
AEDC began planning the
joint venture that was the
reactivation of Tunnel D.
“The specific conditions that Tunnel D can
achieve are different from
what’s available in other
AFRL facilities, so reactivating it adds robustness
to AFRL’s research capabilities,” he said. “We recognized that Tunnel D has
value for AEDC in that we
can cooperatively develop
diagnostics and test techniques that can be transitioned to AEDC’s production test facilities.”
“The overall success
of this effort is remarkable and is benefiting our
large scale super/hypersonic Tunnel 16S return
to service,” Hoffman said.
“Bringing a wind tunnel
back online is an extreme-

ly rare event. Having two
super/hypersonic
wind
tunnels return to service
within a year is something
never before done and
clearly shows the nation’s
dedication to collecting
the data and presenting the
information needed in support of our nation’s needs.”
The reactivated Tunnel
D will also be used as a diagnostics testbed and calibration platform, both for
AFRL in-house activities
and those being performed
or sponsored by various entities, including the
AEDC Technology group,
research groups, university
research groups, and small
businesses under the Small
Business Innovation Research program.
“There is also interest in using Tunnel D for
workforce development by
offering exposure to supersonic wind tunnel operations for new employees
as part of a training curricula, to students through
internship or fellowship
programs, academic faculty on visiting researcher
programs, industry professionals, and more,” Hofferth said.
OWNERSHIP
Tunnel D will, in practice, be an AFRL facility,
though the wind tunnel
and the building containing it will remain AEDC
assets in the real property
sense. The local AFRL
branch will finance and
operate Tunnel D, and
contractors at Arnold AFB
will perform much of the
maintenance and assist
with test support tasks.
“This renovation at
Tunnel D has been a great
project,” said VKF Group
Manager David Milleville. “We put several
folks with widely varying backgrounds together
to wake up a tunnel that
had been dormant and essentially abandoned for so
many years. Tunnel com-

ponents, original and new,
have been coupled with a
modern and highly-sophisticated control system to
maximize tunnel run time
and data quality.
“Every member of the
team contributed as we
met challenges along the
way. Checkouts have progressed enough to confirm
that this team has successfully delivered a revitalized and viable test asset
at AEDC. This team will
continue to support tunnel
commissioning toward full
test envelope capability.”
Daniel Ogg, a research
engineer with the AFRL
High Speed Experimentation Branch who managed
the programmatic aspects
of the reactivation, expressed his appreciation
for all of those who helped
make the return of Tunnel
D possible.
“The past two years
have been rather demanding at times, full of surprises to go along with reactivating a tunnel that has
sat dormant for 40 years,”
Ogg said. “There are a
handful of engineers that
have gone above and beyond during this reactivation, and we owe a sincere
‘thank you’ to these folks:
Troy Wetherholt, for all
of his design and analysis
work; Tony Medley, for
his mechanical expertise;
Ken Brown, for his dedicated integration efforts;
Sid Ledbetter, for his controls engineering expertise
and the expert electricians
supporting his work; Scott
Sisk, for his controls software development and
ongoing support through
the checkout phases; and
last, but certainly not least,
Denise Bryant, who at one
point or another has supported almost every phase
and aspect of this reactivation effort. Thank you for
all of your hard work and
dedication these past two
years, and thank you to the
countless other folks who
have supported this project
as well.”
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Air Force Science and Technology 2030 campaign:
Your ideas will shape the Air Force of tomorrow
By Bryan Ripple
88th Air Base Wing Public Affairs

WRIGHT-PATTERSON
AIR
FORCE BASE, Ohio (AFNS) – The
Air Force Research Laboratory continues its support of the Air Force Science
and Technology 2030 initiative and
joined with Indiana University to host
a listening forum at the university’s
Bloomington, Indiana campus May 1011.
Indiana University is one of six universities to host these types of listening
forums as part of the S&T campaign,
which is scheduled to last through
September. The goal is to help the Air
Force review its strategy in science and
technology research. To do this, the
service has been reaching out to the
scientific community, higher education
and business communities, as well as
the general public to ensure it remains
at the leading edge of technological advances.
Those interested in sharing scientific or technology-related ideas with
the Air Force don’t have to attend a listening event in person in order to do
so. The lab has also created a website
with a standing invitation to submit
ideas about basic and applied research,
as well as innovative business practices
for Air Force Science and Technology.
To provide your ideas, visit: www.afresearchlab.com/2030.
“In a world where far more innovation is happening outside the government than inside it, connecting to the
broader scientific enterprise is vital,”
Secretary of the Air Force Heather Wilson said in a statement discussing the
initiative early this year. “Our research
strategy will look broadly and draw
from the best of American research
universities as well as Air Force and
federal laboratories.”
The forum at Indiana University offered participants a variety of technical presentation tracks covering topical areas such as Artificial Intelligence
for Mission Planning and Execution,
Novel Sensing and Data Fusion, Cyber
Assurance, Human Performance and
Human Computer Interface, and Next
Generation Propulsion and Advanced
Manufacturing.

Maj. Brook Bentley, program manager with the Air Force Research Laboratory, introduces the technical themes of
the U.S. Air Force Science and Technology 2030 Forum held May 10 at Indiana University. (Indiana University photo
by Chris Meyer)

“The reality of today is that many
of the United States adversaries are advancing technology faster than we are,”
Maj. Gen. William T. Cooley, Air Force
Research Laboratory commander, told
those in attendance.
“To stay ahead, we must continue
to push the boundaries of what’s possible. We must innovate smarter and
faster. The U.S. Air Force is looking
to you– our country’s university scientific researchers and industry partners
to help us invent the technologies that
will keep all of us safe in the future.”
Cooley told the audience that the
stakes are too high to not work this
way and that national security and the
American way of life depend on the Air
Force’s ability to innovate quickly and
be on the cutting-edge of science.
“In the past, nuclear weapons,
stealth technology and precision guided munitions have enabled an advantage over our adversaries and secured
our dominance on the battlefield,” he

said. “Through this study, we hope to
work with you and identify the next
major technological breakthrough that
will maintain our dominance on the
battlefield. Together, we will lay the
groundwork for the science and technology that will define the future of the
U.S. Air Force for 2030 and beyond.”
Indiana University officials shared
their optimism about AFRL’s efforts
with regard to the Air Force Science
and Technology 2030 initiative.
“The Air Force is forward-thinking.
They’re looking for visionary ideas and
we’re thrilled to partner with them,”
said Fred H. Cate, IU’s vice president
for research, in an IU news release.
“Every idea collected, either online by an individual or developed by
ideation teams at one of the public
listening forums will be reviewed and
considered,” said Brian McJilton, Air
Force 2030 S&T Program Manager.
AFRL has assembled a robust team
of reviewers to ensure that each idea

receives multiple reviews from qualified scientists and engineers. The ideas
that are well endorsed will be forwarded to an external panel of experts with
relevant technical expertise to evaluate
and prioritize options, McJilton said.
“The ideas with the greatest promise for enabling the future Air Force
will be considered by a panel chaired
by the chief scientist of the Air Force,”
said McJilton.
A number of highly enabling opportunities will be chosen to be featured
as new research priorities for the Air
Force. These will be documented in a
formal report to the Secretary of the Air
Force in September and should shape
Air Force research investments over
the coming decade, he said.
The next public listening event is
scheduled for May 22 at the University
of Washington, to be followed by upcoming events at Texas A&M University June 28-29, and the University of
Utah July 11.

I-WEPTAC delivers innovations to Air Force leaders
By Debbie Aragon
Air Force Installation and Mission Support Center
Public Affairs

JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIO-LACKLAND,
Texas (AFNS) – Innovation was alive here this week,
as senior leaders heard proposals May 16, 2018, to address some of the greatest challenges facing the agile
combat support community at the conclusion of the
2nd Annual Installation and Mission Support Weapons
and Tactics Conference, hosted by the Air Force Installation and Mission Support Center.
Four teams presented innovative recommendations
for infrastructure investment, resilient and agile support operations, and development of multi-function
combat Airmen to a packed auditorium of nearly 1,000
Airmen from across the force and Joint Base San Antonio.
The out-briefs culminate a process that began in late
2017 when warfighters from across the Air Force submitted more than 50 challenges in need of solutions.
Leaders narrowed the list to the four most critical topics and four teams, called mission area working groups
made up of more than 100 Airmen and joint service
members from dozens of functional communities, convened in January to tackle them.
“Our most innovative ideas really come from the
field,” said John Henderson, assistant secretary of the
Air Force for installations, environment and energy.
“And we don’t get a chance to link those ideas up unless we bring people together, we discuss them and we
bring our senior leaders in to see what those solutions
are and how they might influence policy. I-WEPTAC
is extremely important for the Air Force enterprise.”
“What’s great about this event is that it’s a forum
for innovation,” said Maj. Gen. Brad Spacy, AFIMSC
commander. “Our goal is to get ideas from our Airmen
into action. We know the ideas are out there – our Airmen are coming up with them.”
The teams developed their proposed courses of action in a lean environment that wasn’t “top heavy with
bureaucracy,” said Marc Vandeveer, senior mentor for
this year’s working groups and a member of the AFIMSC Expeditionary Support Directorate.
This allowed them to find answers to challenges in
relatively quick succession.
“Left to other means, it may take years to do, and
we’re doing it in weeks and months,” he added.
That type of dynamic wouldn’t have been possible

Maj. Gen. Brad Spacy, Air Force Installation and Mission Support Center commander, talks about the
importance of the 2018 Installation and Mission Support Weapons and Tactics Conference to senior
Air Force leaders and members of the agile combat support community. At the conference, four teams
presented innovative recommendations for infrastructure investment, resilient and agile support operations, and development of multi-function combat Airmen. (U.S. Air Force photo by Armando Perez)

without cross-functional teams.
The diverse group of Airmen around the table allowed each person to “think differently and invest differently within our infrastructure,” said Capt. Brendan
Dorsey-Spitz, a working group chairman and member
of AFIMSC’s Expeditionary Support Directorate.
The innovative ideas developed in his group coupled with available technologies “allowed us to get after the problem sets,” he said.
By bringing in “the folks who are doing the mission
right now and having them think creatively and collaborate collectively to come up with the best ideas, I truly
believe what comes out of I-WEPTAC will ensure the
agility of combat support in the future,” said Lt. Col.
Steve Thomas, AFIMSC Plans and Analysis Division
chief and this year’s conference chairman.
Air Force leaders will take the teams’ proposals under consideration for action. They selected 17 recommendations from the inaugural I-WEPTAC in 2017.

Those are now staffed for further analysis and action.
“Having our senior leaders involved is important,
because these are the people who are going to digest
the ideas presented here today and figure out if and
how they should work in the policy guidance for the
Air Force,” Spacy said. “They might not turn out on the
ground exactly as presented. There may be elements
pulled from problem sets being brought from other
parts of the enterprise. That’s the exciting part of this
forum and energy.”
AFIMSC activated in 2015 and centralized more
than 150 major command and Headquarters Air Force
agile combat support capabilities under a single headquarters at JB San Antonio-Lackland. That consolidation served as the springboard for I-WEPTAC because
of this enterprise-wide view the Air Force didn’t have
before. AFIMSC comprises its headquarters, 10 detachments and six subordinate units that operate at
more than 70 locations across the globe.

Arnold AFB Milestones
Anthony Marshall, TOS
David Miller, TOS
David Milleville, TOS
Robert Quattlebaum,
TOS

David Milleville, TOS
35 years

35 YEARS
Vickie Adams, TOS
Mark Clark, TOS
James Fergus, TOS
Kenneth Gipson, TOS
Doyle Huffer, TOS

James Murr, TOS
James Myers, TOS
James Simmons, TOS

30 YEARS
Gary Cunningham, TOS

10 YEARS
Hal Corum, TOS
Jerry Horton Jr., TOS
Raymond Sweeton, TOS

25 YEARS
Michael Davis, TOS

5 YEARS
Daniel Sweety, TOS

20 YEARS
Lloyd Ballard Sr., TOS
Billy Darnell, TOS
David Jones, TOS

INBOUND MILITARY
Col. Michael Colvard,
AF

15 YEARS
Kenneth Brown, TOS
Allen Gardner, TOS
Jeff Haley, TOS

RETIREMENTS
Col. Raymond Briggs Jr.,
AF
Stevey Garner, TOS
Grady Rutledge, TOS

NEW HIRES
Teague Aarant, AF
Anthony Adams, TOS
Lindsay Anderson, AF
Jake Banuelos, TOS
Charles Carr, TOS
Keith Chappell, TOS
Johnathon Clark, AF
Tyler Clayborne, TOS
Joshua Cleek, TOS
Johnny Dalton, TOS
Daniel Epperson, AF
Jared Frey, AF
Bryon Harrington, AF
Adam Harris, TMAS
Justin Harris, TOS
John Hirsch, AF
Warner Holt, TOS
Steven Hroncich, TOS
Austin Johnston, AF
David King, AF

Dawne Kowalski, AF
Kenneth Ligon, TOS
Steven Lowe, TOS
Andrea Magourik, TOS
James Mansfield, TOS
Dale McKill, TOS
Arthur Mengon, TOS
Marco O’Blepias, AF
Micah Pemberton, TOS
Emily Perry, TOS
James Puryear, TOS
Tiffany Puryear, TOS
Megan Rawls, TOS
Austin Richardson, AF
Shalwin Shajan, AF
Randy Shockly, TOS
Jonathan Stecko, TOS
Keena Turner, TMAS
Daniel Webber, AF
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PROMOTIONS
Charles Boyd, AF – to
first lieutenant
John McKenzie, AF – to
captain
DEGREES
Adam Moon, AF – Master of Science degree,
Auburn University
Brian Kocher, AF – Master of Science degree,
Aerospace Engineering,
University of Tennessee
Tech. Sgt. Beverly Spademan, AF – Master’s degree, Healthcare Administration, Park University

Instructor pilot shares experience in AFW2 program
before competing in Warrior Games
By Airman 1st Class Keith Holcomb
14th Flying Training Wing Public Affairs

COLUMBUS AIR FORCE BASE,
Miss. (AFNS) - The end of an Easter
egg hunt in 2017 brought Capt. Hunter
Barnhill, 37th Flying Training Squadron
instructor pilot, down to the ground as
his body was trapped in a seizure.
The seizure was a result of the brain
cancer that doctors would soon discover. Within days and through the following months his family, friends and coworkers were helping Barnhill through
one of the most difficult times in his life,
but there was another helping hand already looking to grab hold of the pilot.
“There was an email chain between
my commander at the time and somebody at the Air Force Wounded Warrior
program (AFW2),” Barnhill said. “They
had said something along the lines of
‘Capt. Barnhill just went under some
serious brain surgery and we’d recommend him as a member of the AFW2
program.’”
He recalled going through physical
therapy the summer after his surgery and
he would watch the Invictus Games, an
international adaptive multi-sport event,
on his computer as he stretched and did
his workouts.
“I was impressed,” he said. “If they
could go through the traumas they went
through and find their healing through
different sports, I mean that got them
this far then why couldn’t I do it? That’s
kind of where my interest in the Warrior
Games began.”
He competed in a handful of adaptive sports during an AFW2 camp at
Joint Base Andrews, Maryland, which
only motivated him further to try out for
the Warrior Games team.
“When you get down to it, the real
motivation is competing alongside
other resilient Airmen,” Barnhill said.
“I wanted to compete alongside them.
These people at the Warrior Games
know, in a way, what I’ve gone through.
That’s a bond we all share.”
After the tryouts, Barnhill qualified
for shooting, cycling and indoor rowing
events and will be competing in all three
events at the 2018 Warrior Games from
June 1 to 9 at the U.S. Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colorado.
“I grew up deer hunting and shooting, so I was immediately drawn to the
air pistol and air rifle shooting,” he said.
“I was never much of a cycler before I
started training, honestly. I have never
done any competitive cycling, but I used
to bike everywhere as a kid and in college. I used rowing predominantly as a
warm up before workouts, but the indoor rowing in particular is one of those
sports I have fallen in love with because
of its introduction to me through the
AFW2 program.”
The teams for each of the sports have
Facebook groups where they can communicate with teammates, have live
videos of workouts for instant feedback
from their coaches, and review new
workout routines or receive tips to help
improve.
A lot of coaches, like Col. Todd Benson, one of AFW2’s shooting coaches,
are active-duty members in the Air
Force and have a large background in
the sport they are involved with.
“Our warriors have taught me that
two of the most important tools to re-

Capt. Hunter Barnhill, 37th Flying Training Squadron instructor pilot, completes a rep on his rowing machine May 15
on Columbus Air Force Base, Miss. Barnhill was diagnosed with brain cancer in 2017, and has since become one of
the many resilient Airmen and participants in the Air Force Wounded Warrior community. (U.S. Air Force photo by
Airman 1st Class Keith Holcomb)

covery are humor and patience,” Ben- They are the heroes behind the scenes, ing. There are second and third order effects that come from that healing such
son said. “Lending an ear or igniting a Barnhill said.
“Everybody
at
the
Warrior
Games
as comradery and friendship. It’s those
smile can mean more to our warriors
has one goal,” he said. “The goal is heal- kinds of things keep me coming back.”
than you will ever know.”
Benson said from his experience
coaching the marksmen over the years,
helping the athletes overcome their different obstacles is a very rewarding experience.
“If you want to be inspired and humbled, meet a wounded warrior and ask
them to tell you their story,” Benson
said. “You will discover a renewed sense
of patriotism and become energized to
contribute to this great nation. It is an
honor to coach an amazing Airman such
as Capt. Barnhill. His drive, positive
attitude, and amazing family has been
an inspiration. I have no doubt he will
inspire anyone who has the privilege to
shake his hand.”
The shared experiences and sacrifices of the athletes builds strong bonds
between everyone involved, Barnhill
explained. Everyone knows in a way
what the person next to them has gone
through and the team concept is what allows the program to work as a recovery
tool.
“All through training, my wife,
Crystal, has been really patient with
me,” Barnhill said. “There’s been a lot
of time I’ve had to spend training. Her
and my son have put up with me and my
Suspicious behaviors to be on the lookout
schedule because they know how much
for:
it means to me and it’s been really great.
I really appreciate them for that.”
• Surveillance
Barnhill said this supportive family
• Elicitation
dynamic is evident with other members
• Tests of security
of the team as well, and their families
• Acquiring supplies
are willing to support the team by any
means possible.
• Suspicious persons out of place
“All of the families are very inte• Dry runs
grated into the teams,” Barnhill said.
“Athletes and caregivers, athletes and
immediate family members, everyone’s
on the team together and it’s a one-team
fight.”
For more information, contact
When the games or AFW2 camps are
Air Force Office of Special Investigation at:
over, the families work with the athletes
931-454-7820
continuously to help them recover and
progress personally and professionally.

AFOSI Det 106
Arnold AFB, Tenn.

To report suspicious activity, call:
931-454-EYES (3937) or
Text ‘AFOSI’ and your tip to
274637 (CRIMES)
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PLEASE RECYCLE AF plans to accelerate defendable
THIS HIGH MACH
space with Next-Gen OPIR
By Secretary of the
Air Force Public
Affairs
WA S H I N G T O N
(AFNS) – The Air Force
announced its intention
to award two sole-source
contracts for the NextGeneration
Overhead
Persistent Infrared program.
In order to maintain
space superiority over its
adversaries, the Air Force
is implementing rapid
procurement authorities
and is targeting the first
Next-Gen OPIR launch
in 2023. This establishes
an aggressive goal of cutting four years off the current procurement process

and supports the service's
commitment to field new
capabilities at the speed
of relevance.
"As we develop these
new systems, speed matters," said Secretary of the
Air Force Heather Wilson. "The next generation
missile warning satellite
will be a pace-setter."
Next-Gen OPIR will
succeed the current Space
Based Infrared System by
providing improved missile warning capabilities
that are more survivable
against emerging threats.
The first contract
will be sole-sourced to
Lockheed Martin Space
to define requirements,
create the initial design

and identify and procure
flight hardware for a satellite to operate in geosynchronous orbit. The
second contract will be
sole-sourced to Northrop
Grumman
Aerospace
Systems to define polar
system requirements.
"The next generation
missile warning will be
an important pace-setter
for learning to speed up
traditional acquisitions.
This is more than just
building a prototype or
a low-cost system," said
Dr. Will Roper, Assistant
Secretary of the Air Force
for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics. "This
is an important system
for the nation, and to 'go

for the gold' by targeting
five years instead of nine
years allows us to pick up
the pace to defend the nation."
The Air Force is the
lead agency for procuring Next-Gen OPIR satellites. The Space and
Missile Systems Center's
Remote Sensing Systems
Directorate at Los Angeles Air Force Base, California is the acquisition
program office. Today,
the Air Force operates 77
satellites vital to national security that provide
communications,
command and control, missile
warning, nuclear detonation detection, weather
and GPS for the world.
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Admin – 454-7779
ALC – 454-3350
Barber – 454-6987
Café – 454-5885
FC – 454-6440
GC – 454-GOLF
Mktg – 454-3128
Mulligan’s - 454-FOOD
ODR/ITT – 454-6084
RRRP – 454-6068
Wingo Inn - 454-3051

11

German
Chocolate
Cake
Day

5

ALL AGES

ODR
Hours

15 Aloha

LUAU

12

6-9
pm

14

16
1-3pm

ODR Kayaking
Class

$15/$12mbr
includes
5hr use
after lesson

age 12+

23

Arnold Golf Course

Mbr FREE
Non $12
12 under $5

fishing
PG13 pole and
tackle included

23

Sign up by Jun 22

454-GOLF

19
23

LIKE US

Arnold AFB
Services

ALC

50₵ Wings
5-6pm
Dine in only

26

28
ALC

6-8pm

all ages

454-6084
As of 5-11-18. Subject to change. Please call to verify. Services eligibility required except Golf-Open to Public. Contractors follow company policy when necessary. Visit www.arnold.af.mil/Home/Services/ for more details.
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